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Abstract 
The competition in China's mobile communications market has been accelerating 
in the 3G era, new data services have become the focus of development of mobile 
operators. Meanwhile, due to bottlenecks, the animation industry in China has slowed 
down and is eager to find a breakthrough. Thus mobile phone animation has come to 
the spotlight. China Mobile has invested in R&D and innovation in the mobile phone 
animation business, and has chosen six provinces in the country to carry out 
commercial trials. This research paper is based on this background, makes marketing 
strategy for mobile phone animation business in China. 
This paper first describes and analyzes the development process and existing 
problems in the Chinese mobile phone animation business. It introduces the present 
situation of mobile phone animation business globally, as well as some outstanding 
international examples. Based on the user needs research, "M-Zone student users” and 
“users younger than 35 years for all the brands" are selected as the initial targets; and 
based on “4C marketing theory”, this paper proposes the marketing strategy for China 
mobile phone animation business, as following: 
By conducting in-depth studies on the characteristics and needs of the target 
users decide on a marketing strategy which is designed to make mobile phone 
animation incorporate features such as "fun, easy to use and interactive with users"; it 
must also satisfy user needs. As for the production strategy, keep up with the “soul of 
the product”. Based on the special features of mobile phones, differentiate mobile 
phone animation from other forms of animation products; create diversified types of 
animation products for different periods of time and different types of users. As for 
the pricing strategy, have differential pricing on the basis of the different positioning 
of the mobile phone animation products; provide variety on pricing packages and 
billing methods. For the products that have comparably low threshold and cover a 
wider range, use market penetration pricing strategy; for niche products, use close by 
pricing strategy. As for the channeling strategy, due to the "cross-sectoral and 
cross-industrial" characteristics of mobile animation, integrate the existing channels of 
China Mobile, industries of traditional culture and partners on the mobile animation 
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channels; strengthen the channels by improving the sales capacity of data services of 
China Mobile’s own channels and enhancing cross-integration with other independent 
businesses of China Mobile. As for the promotion policies, use pull strategy and 
integrated marketing communications, establish good public relations, increase 
advertising, apply reasonable sales promotion and supplement sales personals, also 
explore the UGC model, utilize the own connection among mobile phone animation 
users etc, to achieve good marketing communication. 
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市场营销人员要用 4C 思考，接着在那个平台上建立 4P。”[4] 
因此，本文在进行中国移动手机动漫业务营销策略制定时，遵循了这一思路，
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